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tbeir appearance has always an aspect which disconcerts
the scribe. The dental sibilant of the words Kosala and
Tosala., preserved in the middle in spite of the vowel o
is a sort of defiance of the rigorous laws of Sanskrit
grammar which enjoins in such cases the modification of
the dental (*) into the cerebral (s). The form Kosala^ with
a palatal sibilant has also been adopted for general use;
this had the advantage of avoiding th e difficulty ; it had
still more appreciable advantage of connecting this
embarrassing ethnic with a family of common words,
Kosay Kusa, Kusala, which contain the palatal sibilant.
Tosala has been no les? affected; it has been attracted
by the analogies of the words tosa, etc., which express
satisfaction; we have therefore more often Tosala, but
sometimes Tosala also as Kosala.
Z.   Aiiga-Vaiiga.—These two  names  are  so familiar
throughout   Sanskrit   literature    that  they  hardly  need
explanation.    Anga is already mentioned in Atharva-'Feda^
V,  £2,  14 by  the side of Magadha, as the eastern limit
of the  Aryan  world..   Vanga   (Banga)  still  survives  in
the name of Bengal ( = Banga-fala).    Anga and  Vanga,
most  often  coupled    together,  have  ordinarily as their
companion  Kalinga  to  which  we shall return presently.
All three, with Pundra (and Suhma), which we  shall  also
have to  consider, are represented  (JMakalharata,  I, 104)
as five brothers born for the  benefit  of  King  Bali, from
a union  accomplished, at  his  request,, between the queen
Sude^na and the  blind  old  rsi Dlrghatamas; the whole
(chapter has  such  a  singular  scent of savagery that the
Indian    translator,    the   author of  the  English  version
published by P. C. Roy,  has  been obliged  several  times
to  take  recourse  to Latin for the sake of decency.    Here
we are doubtless  confronted  by  old local legends which

